ASA PRIVATE PILOT COMBO
These FAA official handbooks, Airplane Flying Handbook (previously titled Flight Training Handbook) and Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge, have been required reading for all pilots for more than 60 years. Bonus: Included is a handy laminated kneeboard-sized reference cards!
P/N 13-11674 ............................................... $29.75

ASA TEST PREPARATION SOFTWARE PREPWARE.COM
The experts in FAA Knowledge Exam preparation bring you a website dedicated to practice tests. You have the option to use these tests to acquire your test signature from ASA staff, or print your results to show your flight or ground instructor for their endorsement. Aviation Maintenance Technician applicants can use the Certificate of Completion to obtain an endorsement from their local FSDO. Practice exams are available for: General, Airframe, Powerplant, Sport, Private, Instrument, Commercial, Flight Instructor, Ground Instructor, Fundamentals of Instructing, Flight Engineer, and Ground Transport Pilot (all aircraft category and test types are available).

ASA TEST PREPARATION SOFTWARE PREPWARE.COM ACCESS CARDS
Prepware.com is ASA’s online Simulated Test Center dedicated exclusively to test practice. Previously accessible via direct-sale only, this popular preparation tool is now available with convenient “scratch-off” Access Cards! Hang tags serve as the Access Cards for each test candidate redeem the prepaid cards at Prepware.com by revealing the hidden 25-digit activation code and entering it on the website.
P/N 13-10192 .................................................. $12.50

ASA VIRTUAL TEST PREP SERIES IMAGES
4 CD-ROM set with slides from ASA’s VTP DVD Series! Provides a comprehensive review of aviation groundschool to prepare pilots for the FAA Knowledge Exam and help them become better, safer pilots. This is a comprehensive 4-CD-ROM set with slides of the ground-school presentations from the Virtual Test Prep series, allowing you to add professionalism, organization, and clarity to your classroom presentations with these Powerpoint slide shows and animated graphics.
P/N 13-10193 .................................................. $66.50

ASA AVIATION MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN HANDBOOKS
These textbooks were created to set the pace for maintenance technician training and attain a level of quality that surpasses all other maintenance textbooks on the market. Airframe: Structures details the subjects associated with aircraft structures including aerodynamics, and hydraulics and pneumatic systems as they relate to the landing gear. Both metallic and nonmetallic structures as well as assembly and rigging are covered in this volume. This volume is in its Third Edition and has been updated to today’s practices and procedures, now featuring full-color illustrations throughout.
Volume I.......................................................... P/N 13-00581 ........................................... $34.75
Volume II.......................................................... P/N 13-00382 ........................................... $44.50
Ebook Volume I & II............................................. P/N 13-12136 ........................................... $32.80

THE PILOT’S MANUAL PRIVATE PILOT SYLLABUS SERIES
This syllabus meets all Part 141 and 61 requirements and supplements The Pilot’s Manual Series textbook Private & Commercial. Reviewed by the FAA, presents a fresh approach, and offers the most integrated, comprehensive, and simple flight and ground training program available. Stage Exams included. 46 pages.
4th Syllabus....................................................... P/N 13-02264 ........................................... $10.95
3rd Syllabus....................................................... P/N 13-02265 ........................................... $10.50

ASA 21ST CENTURY FLIGHT TRAINING
Teaches all the primary flight training maneuvers from the perspective of an examiner with countless checkride insights, guiding readers from initial flight instructor lessons to conducting flight reviews on their own.
P/N 11-09089 ................................................... $24.50

ASA AUDIO SET PRIVATE PILOT CHECKRIDE
A narrator explains what you can expect during the checkride and then takes you into the briefing room where you are invited to listen in as a checkride gets underway. This program contains one example of a typical practical test on a single engine. You should study the printed Private Oral Exam Guide book to obtain a complete understanding of all the different types of questions that might be asked during your checkride.
P/N 11-08846 ................................................... $21.75

ASA PROFESSIONAL PILOT THIRD EDITION
Provides real-world application of knowledge based on veteran aviator John Lowery’s vast experience. Ride alongside as he imparts insightful tips, stories, case histories, facts and mythbusting that will change how you operate as PIC. Far from your typical textbook on systems and procedures, this book takes you right up front to learn from a master pilot who’s been there. Filled with points to remember so pilots can take away operational rules-of-thumb and immediately apply them to their daily flying.
P/N 11-08844 ................................................... $28.75

ASA INSTRUMENT COMBO
The Instrument Flying Handbook (FAA-H-8083-15B) is the FAA’s primary pilot resource for instrument flight rules (IFR) covering everything pertinent to operating an aircraft in instrument meteorological conditions. The Instrument Procedures Handbook (FAA-H-8261-1A) is a great resource for instrument-rated pilots! You will also receive 2 laminated quick-reference cards with information pertinent to flying in the IFR environment and sized to fit your kneeboard or approach plates binder.
P/N 11-08800 ................................................... $38.75

ASA INSTRUMENT FLIGHT MANUAL
Divided into five sections, the book covers: airplane performance and basic instrument flying, navigation and communication aids and their instruments, planning the instrument flight, the instrument flight and the knowledge and practical tests. Significant time is devoted to air traffic control as it is one of the most difficult aspects of flying IFR. Kershner’s goal in this manual is to cover the subject in as much depth as is possible while remaining uncomplicated.
P/N 17-00012 ................................................... $25.50

ASA FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR REFRESHER CLINIC (FIRC)
ASA’s FAA-approved Flight Instructor Refresher Clinic (FIRC) provides everything flight instructors (CIs) need to renew their flight instructor certificate for 2 years. This convenient home-study course brings the classroom to the home or office and lets instructors renew their certificate at their own pace, and in the comfort and privacy of their own place. The ASA FIRC features internet-based evaluation, resources and course tracking, supported with professional presentations from the producers of ASA’s Virtual Test Prep series. A comprehensive review of recent changes in rules and procedures affecting general aviation and flight instruction ensures instructors have the most current information, are aware of the FAA’s areas of emphasis, and receive the most innovative instructional techniques.
P/N 13-09018 ................................................... $105.00

ASA TEST SUPPLEMENT - SPORT PILOT, INSTRUCTOR, EXAMINER
This is the same book issued during the Sport Pilot/Instructor/Examiner FAA Knowledge Exams at the computer testing centers. These “figures books” are exactly as printed by the FAA, with all charts reproduced in full color.
P/N 17-00010 ................................................... $20.50

PREFLIGHT A FIXED WING LIGHT-SPORT AIRCRAFT
Follow a routine preflight inspection to learn the proper way to ensure a safe, enjoyable flight. Sport Pilot expert Paul Hamilton role-plays as the student embarking on his first flight in a fixed wing LS. Instructor Jeff Reynolds takes Paul through an easy-to-follow and comprehensive preflight inspection. This straightforward presentation is truly informative and educational for the beginner pilot, as well as the experienced aviator wanting a refresher or transition aircraft.
P/N 13-10202 ................................................... $45.25

ASA FLIGHT ENGINEER TEST PREP
The Flight Engineer questions represent those on FAA Knowledge Exams, and are arranged by subject into chapters with Answers, Explanations (for correct and incorrect answers) and Reference Codes for Basic, Turbojet, Twin Turbojet, Reciprocating, and Add-On Ratings. Helpful test instructions, tips, excellent cross-references, and more included. ASA is the leading resource for FAA Knowledge Examination and continues to produce the best books available to prepare students for all the exams.
P/N 17-00122 ................................................... $24.50

ASA AERONAUTICAL CHART USER’S GUIDE
Have you ever wondered about the meaning of a certain chart feature or symbol? Go beyond the standard chart legends with this comprehensive guide! Using and understanding aeronautical charts is an essential skill for every pilot. This updated 10th Edition of the Aeronautical Chart User’s Guide by the FAA AeroNav Products branch is the definitive learning aid, reference document, and introduction to the wealth of information provided on aeronautical charts and chart navigation publications.
P/N 13-11595 ................................................... $9.95

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE WEST
CORONA, CA • (877) 4-SPRUCE

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE EAST
PEACHTREE CITY, GA • (877) 477-7823